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HAPPY APRIL FOOLS DAY!!!! PLEASE TAKE THE HUMOR IN THE SPIRIT IN WHICH IT
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PRE MEETING – VERY QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT
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Meeting called to order by Prez Laura Sammel @ 11:10pm
Invocation: DAVID M-W – from the heart
Pledge: Shawn Hornby
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GUESTS:
- Colleen Hettinger...who is very interested in joining the Sacramento Rotary.
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April 24th

- Dwayne Anderson…this is his 17 th visit. We should let him join.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT – Cam Reeves and Jose Escalante are buying O’Mearas
to turn into a Lakeport Rotary Clubhouse.
SUNSHINE SHINE REPORT: Beth
- Joe Cipella wife is having a birthday on the 2 nd Tuesday of next week.
- Our Lakeport club anniversary is this week. We started when the Pilgrims landed at
Library Park. Big dinner afterwards. No one would ate the bass.
- Marty, Beth and Dana were roommates 24 years ago and joined as a group.
DETECTIVE: Pam
- Ruth fined for going on a 3-day camping trip with 85 grand kids.
- Dennis fined for bringing in his new member. Not sure what he did with his old
member.
- Camm fined for spending 58 years one night in Reno.
- Jose fined for taking 78 free trips around the sun.
- Kelly B. fined for finding a great parking space on the roof of O’Meara’s.
- Andy for hoarding grand kids.
- Laura for donating a broken down car to her daughter.
- Mark B. fined for having a see-food diet.
GUEST SPEAKER: Alan Flora, Clearlake City Manager
- Clearlake has challenges but lots of promise. Once the wall is built things will get
better.
- working on prioritizing infrastructure such as roads, blight, and no facial hair
allowed.
- Working to create more green space and beautification. B.Y.O.R/S/W. Bring your
own rake, shovel, wheelbarrow.
- Lots of absentee owners who owe back taxes. According to Alan, they will be a
part of a chain gang to help with the beautification projects.
- crime is still………Sorry, someone stole the last part of this sentence.
- putting in a splash pad with a Native American theme. Only airplanes with dugout

canoes for floats will be allowed to use.
- Alan refuses to give up his public space to the homeless or tourists.
- Alan says Clearlake still has an image problem. Mainly because they have a blind
staff photographer.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
- Greg gave an Easter Egg Hunt Update – because of the egg shortage the event is
being moved to June.
- Marie announced they will have an Easter Bunny available to pet. Go to
Lakeportmainstreet.com to find the petting locations. Also, announced that Lakeport
is moving to the other side of the lake so they will be having a city wide yard sale on
4/30.
- Only 15 tickets left for you to enjoy all you can eat dinner, drink and the hottest
show in town on 4/30, 5p-8p.
- Prez Laura is asking for volunteers to be greeters at our meetings and valet park.
Speaking of April Fools…Greg doing his happy dance. Loved it.
MEETING ADJOURNED, THURSDAY, 12:00AM.

